Engagement-level simulation is a quantitative way to evaluate the effectiveness of weapon systems before construction and acquisition, minimizing the risk of investment. Though contractors have built simulation systems with high fidelity models of weapon systems and battlefields, developing competent tactics to give full play to new weapon systems in simulation experiments is labor intensive, as most classical tactics tend to be out of date. In this work, we proposed a tactics exploration framework (TEF) that applied grammar-based genetic programming (GP) to generating and evolving tactics in the engagementlevel simulation. Tactics are represented with modular behavior trees (BTs) for compatibility with the genetic operators. Experiments to explore submarine tactics have been conducted to observe and study the exploration process. The experimental results show that the TEF based on GP is efficient to explore tactics in the formalism of BTs.
Introduction
The construction of a new conceptual weapon system requires a large budget and an extended period. Engagement-level simulation is a quantitative method to evaluate the effectiveness of a weapon system before its construction and acquisition, minimizing the investment risk and also providing feedback to optimize the technology solutions 1 .
Before finalizing the design, various technology solutions for new weapon systems need to be evaluated in multiple engagement scenarios. Classical tactics are no longer applicable to operate weapon systems utilizing advanced technologies, and test scenarios show that no universal tactic performs well under these conditions; consequently, a lot of competent tactics are required to conduct a comprehensive evaluation. However, developing tactics requires significant domain expertise, and scripting tactics is time-consuming and labor-intensive in practice 2 . Therefore subject matter experts (SMEs) need a more efficient method to develop competent tactics.
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) 3 are a class of population-based stochastic search techniques to search complex problem for optimal solutions, providing a potential framework to explore engagement-level tactic space. However, tactics are more about structures (e.g., the goal hierarchy and action sequence) than numerical parameters, and classical EAs focus on numerical optimization and lack the ability to explore structure space.
Genetic programming (GP) 4, 5 , as an extension of the classical genetic algorithm (GA) 6 , is defined as a structural optimization algorithm 7 , which evolves solutions represented with executable programs instead of linear strings. Grammar-based GP 8 redefined the elements on a derivation tree with a problem-oriented context-free grammar (CFG) instead of Lisp expressions as in the original GP. CFG provides a general representation structure for defining constraints and limits in problem solutions.
The advantages of grammar-based GP include the following: 1) formal grammar restricts the search space; 2) problem-oriented grammar provides a flexible representation for domain knowledge and problem solutions; and 3) grammar-based GP extends GA with the ability of structure optimization. In summary, grammar-based GP is a promising framework to explore tactic space, as tactics are both domain knowledge intensive and representation structured.
In this paper, we proposed our tactics exploration framework (TEF) based on grammar-based GP to evolve tactics in simulation, in which a grammar of behavior tree (BT) 9 formalism is used for tactic representation. BTs are a formal method to represent both goal hierarchies and action sequences in tactics; moreover, the modular tree structure is inherently compatible with genetic operators in grammarbased GP. To validate our method, an undersea warfare scenario is built to explore submarine tactics in the engagement-level simulation.
The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents some related work. Section 3 is an overview of our proposed framework to explore submarine tactics with grammar-based GP. Section 4 introduces BTs and details their specific application to submarine warfare. Section 5 presents a grammarbased GP technique to evolve tactics, followed in Section 6 by submarine tactics exploration experiments to validate our method and also the analysis of experimental results. Conclusions and the future works are presented in Section 7.
Related Work
In most military simulation systems, tactics are script-based. SMEs propose new tactics and represent them with informal paper-based diagrams before coding them into scripts to do the simulation. The most often-used tactics representations are rule-set, decision tree, and finite state machine (FSM). These are criticized for their defects in practice 10, 11, 12 , such as the inability to scale up in the complex domain, the difficulties for SMEs to understand and reuse tactic scripts, and the tedious scripting.
To address these problems, software engineering is introduced to provide domain specific language (DSL) 13 for tactics representation with automatic script generation. For example, Kerbusch implemented a simple FSM with the scripting language Lua to describe air combat tactics 14 . Evertsz proposed a Tactics Development Framework (TDF) 2, 12 , which fully defined the tactical elements, such as missions, actors, roles, and scenarios. In TDF methodology, a goal structure is designed to decompose the mission objectives into sub-goals, and a plan diagram based upon activity diagrams is provided to describe the procedure of tactic. However, it is noteworthy that DSL is just a method to represent tactics, and the tactics development still relies heavily on domain expertise.
Developing tactics for a new weapon system used to be an "trial and error" process; that is costly and time-consuming for SMEs to propose, test, and redesign tactics. Therefore, technologies in artificial intelligence (AI), such as EA and reinforcement learning (RL), are introduced to optimize and learn tactics in the simulation.
EA, as a general search technique, is widely used to optimize tactics in the military domain. Mulgund applied GA to optimize the team formation and intercept geometry in large-scale air combat 15 . Liang also used GA to design anti-torpedo tactics 16 . Similar works can be found in 17, 18, 19 . In these applications, SMEs built the structures of tactics and implemented EAs to optimize the critical parameters on the structures; however, EAs did little exploration in tactic structures.
While EA searches for optimal tactics through evolving a population of individual agents, RL enables an agent to improve its tactic through training in the simulation. Teng proposed the FALCON 20 architecture based on the self-organizing neural network to train strategies in 1-v-1 dogfight training simulation. The proposed models showed significantly improved adaptivity and higher performance in human-in-the-loop (HIL) experiments. Toubman applied dynamic scripting (DS) 21 to improving team coordination behavior in air combat and got a higher performance in experiments 22 . DS selects high weight rules from a rule base to build scripts for combat simulation; then the results are fed back to update the weight of rules. This process continues until a reliable script is reached. However, tactics represented with weighted rule-set models or neural network models were black box systems, from which it is difficult for SMEs to understand the internal logic and get explicit tactics 23 .
Tactics Exploration Framework
This section presents an overview of our proposed framework to explore tactics, including components and workflow. TEF consists of an engagement-level simulator to conduct experiments and a grammarbased GP as a tactic exploration engine. A tactics representation tool (TRT) is also provided for SMEs to edit and read tactics represented with BTs diagrams. TEF is based on an engagement-level simulator, named Weapon Effectiveness Simulation System (WESS) 24 , which supports submarine warfare with high-fidelity models of the submarine, sonar, torpedo, etc. Tactics are defined with Python for execution, a scripting language that is close to a natural language. The Python interfaces for state query and action execution are listed out as the basic elements in tactic scripts. State variables in queries are extracted from onboard instruments, and available actions to execute are basic orders from control systems as in real-life combat.
Tactic representation is a core issue in a combat simulation. In TEF, we use the BTs to represent tactics. Compared to other forms of representation (e.g., rule-set, FSM), BTs enable SMEs to represent both the goal hierarchies and action sequences of a tactic in one diagram. The inherent advantage comes from the modularity of the tree structure in that the subtrees can be composed into new BTs without limits. Moreover, both BTs and the derivation trees of GP are in the tree structure. Thus the genetic operators of GP are compatible with BTs in semantics. A TRT is also developed as the bridge between SMEs and GP, which enables SMEs to edit domain knowledge for GP and also read the tactics generated from the evolution of GP. Grammar-based GP works as the engine in TEF, which produces tactics to conduct simulations and updates tactics with feedback engagement results. To utilize grammar-based GP in tactic exploration, a context-free grammar of BT formalism in BackusNaur form (BNF) is defined to represent tactics, and the genetic operators are improved to stabilize the evolution process. The details are presented in Section 5.
The workflow of TEF in Fig. 1 proceeds as follows. First, a repository of the most used tactics and tactic modules in doctrine is built up. Next, SMEs draft initial generation of tactics in BT diagrams based on the tactic repository. The diagrams are mapped to derivation trees for genetic manipula-tion and translated into executable tactic scripts with TRT. After that, simulations are conducted to evaluate the fitness of tactics in combat. Guided with the feedback fitness, GP produces a new generation of tactics with genetic operators and starts new simulations to iterate the exploration. SMEs validate new tactics in exploration to update the tactic repository.
Tactic Representation

Tactic Definition
The tactic definition varies in different warfare levels, and there is no unified definition.
At For this paper, we simplified the engagementlevel definition that tactics are a sequence of actions to achieve a specific goal.
Behavior Tree Formalism
BTs originated from the computer game industry as a more modular, scalable, and reusable alternative to FSM in the development of AI components 9 . Recently, the robotics community has shown great interest in BTs as a modular control formalism for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and complex robots 27 . Colledanchise et al. provided an accurate mathematical formula for BTs, and further analyzed the safety, efficiency, and robustness of composite BTs 28 .
A BT is a directed rooted tree defined as a tuple BT = V, E where V = A ∪ C ∪ N ∪ τ is the finite set of nodes with action nodes A, condition nodes C, control flow nodes N, and a root node τ.
is the parent node of v j , and v j is the child of v i .
The algorithms of BT nodes are presented in Algorithm 1−7.
The symbols are S(Success), F(Failure), R(Running) ⊆ X, state space X(t) ∈ X, and control signals U(t) ∈ U. The route from the top level to each leaf represents one course of action, and the behavior tree algorithm searches among those courses of action in a left-to-right manner. In other words, it performs a depth-first search.
The execution of a BT proceeds as follows. The root node sends signals called "ticks" to its children at a certain frequency. This tick is then passed down to leaf nodes (Action or Condition) with the guide of control flow nodes. Once a leaf node receives a tick and executes its task, it returns to its parent a status Running if its execution has not finished yet, Success if it has achieved its goal, or Failure otherwise, and a Condition queries about the state, and an Action performs a specific task in the execution.
Control flow nodes are typically Selector, Sequence, Parallel, and Decorator; the first executes all its children from left to right until one fails, while the second executes its children from left to right until one succeeds. A Parallel node executes all its children sequentially, returns Success if a given number of children return Success, returns Failure if the remaining running children are not enough to reach the given number (even if they are all going to succeed), and returns Running otherwise. The Decorator sets constrains to pass ticks to its children. 
Representing Submarine Tactics with Behavior Trees
According to the definitions, tactics are goaloriented and procedural in nature. Thus the representation focuses on the decomposition of goals and the sequence of action in the procedure. 
Goal Hierarchies
BTs provide tree structure to support top-down decomposition from mission goal to subtasks, state queries and actions. In turn, low-level subtasks can also be composed into higher-level tasks to achieve specific goals through bottom-up integration.
In littoral defense, the tactical goal of the conventional submarine is to destroy or clear out warships in the operation area. In general, submarine tactics can be decomposed into approach, attack, defense, and retreat, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . For example, the approaching task is further decomposed into several legs to locate and chase a warship, and each leg is composed of actions to set heading and speed. Classical tactic modules in the repository, such as an effective torpedo defense, can be added to a new tactic or replace the same part in an old one.
Action Sequences
The sequence of actions is defined with control nodes in BTs; Sequence and Selector for serial actions, Parallel for concurrent actions, and Decorator for specific temporal actions.
In submarine warfare, a tactic consists of maneuver and fire control. Sequence executes subtasks or actions with a strict time order, such as legs to locate the warship 1 . Fig. 2(b) is a simple Point-LeadPoint leg. Selector defines the priorities of subtasks or actions; for example, submarine interrupts attacking maneuver to high prior torpedo defense, shown in Fig. 2(b) . Fire control, including sensor management, weapon launch, and countermeasure release, is concurrent with the maneuver. As in the torpedo defense, submarine maneuvers to avoid torpedo and releases decoys at the same time, as shown in Fig. 2(c) with a Parallel. Moreover, actions with specific constraints on intervals and times are defined with Decorator. 
Tactics Representation Tool
Based on BT formalism, we developed a DSL for tactic representation with Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) 29 . First, the abstract syntax of DSL was developed with Ecore metamodeling, which defined both the domain-independent elements of BTs formalism and the domain elements, such as actions and state variables. Following this, a graphical editor with concrete syntax was built with Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) 30 , which provided SMEs a graphical user interface to design tactic models. Finally, a code generator was implemented with Acceleo 31 , which mapped tactic diagrams into Python scripts. TRT was an Eclipse-based plugin based on the components above. See Ref. 32 for more details.
TRT provided features such as friendly tactic editor environment and flexible domain knowledge management. Tactic diagrams also promoted user comprehension and the potential for tactics reuse and sharing. Fig. 3 showed the snapshot of TRT and an example of generated script.
In TEF, TRT bridged the GP algorithm and SMEs by automatically translating between tactic diagrams and scripts. Domain knowledge, such as classical tactic modules, represented by diagrams were translated into scripts for GP manipulation. On the other hand, tactic scripts generated from GP evolution were translated back to diagrams for expert analysis and validation.
Exploring Tactics with Grammar-based Genetic Programming
Grammar-based Genetic Programming
In this work, we implemented CFG-GP 33, 34 to explore tactics, in which a CFG of BT formalism was defined to generate the derivation trees, and extended genetic operators are proposed to stabilize the evolution. In the terminology of grammar-based GP, the genotype is a derivation tree in the language defined by a problem-oriented grammar, while the phenotype refers to a program that produces the behavior of an individual. The grammar defines the interpretation between genotype and phenotype. Fig. 4 showed an example to generate a derivation tree from a grammar. In the evolution process, genetic operators manipulate genotypic derivation trees, while the fitness of individuals is calculated based on the performance of phenotypic programs in combat simulations.
As for any EAs, an initial population of individuals is created at random, and each individual is executed to ascertain its fitness. The individuals with higher fitness get more possibilities of being selected as parents to generate a new population through selection, crossover, and mutation operators. The evolution loop is run until a certain termination condition is met (e.g., obtaining an acceptable solution, or a maximum number of generations is reached). 
Grammar for Submarine Tactics
Every problem has its own grammar, which represents the program syntax. The CFG for submarine tactics of BT formalism can be represented in BNF. Sub BNF = T, G, S, P , where T = A ∪C is the terminal set, include Condition C and Action A; G = N ∪ τ is the set of non-terminals, include Control nodes N and Root node τ; S = τ is the start symbol (the Root node in BTs);
P is a set of production rules. The production rules in BNF for submarine tactics are defined as follows. 
Genetic Operators
Crossover
The genotype in CFG-GP is a derivation tree, and the typical form of crossover is a subtree crossover. Two individuals called the parents are selected from the population. A crossover node is chosen at random in each parent, and the subtrees rooted at the crossover nodes are swapped between parents to generate child individuals, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The tree structure is more sensitive to the changes on high-level nodes than on low-level ones. In contrast, the high-level goal hierarchies and action sequences of tactic BTs are more stable than the lower ones. In fact, frequent changes on high-level nodes of tactic BTs trend to generate tactics that are syntactically correct but obviously violate the doctrine and perform stupid actions, leading to an unstable evolution.
As a consequence, we used a variable probability for crossover operator at different levels to keep the BT structure stable. For a BT with N levels, the top node (root) is level 0 and the lowest leaf node is level N − 1. Assuming P x is the crossover probability parameter for GP, we set P x (i) = P x * (1 − e −i ) as the crossover probability for nodes at level i.
Most tactic modules (e.g., Approach) are selfcontained blocks, in which the actions and conditions are customized. For example, the submarine would not launch torpedoes in De f ense. The crossover between different modules destroys the integrity of tactic modules.
To overcome this defect, we introduced an XO to separate tactic modules and indicate the crossover boundaries. In the evolution process, the crossover is performed on the same tactic modules, in which Approach exchanges internal actions with Approach in other tactics and avoid random exchange with Attack. Tactic ::= De f ence = BT ; XO ; Approach = BT ; XO ; Attack = BT ; XO ; Retreat = BT ; XO ;
Mutation
A mutation operator selects a mutation node at random in a single parent, removes the subtree at that point, and inserts a new derivation tree generated with the CFG, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Just as the same as the crossover, we used a variable probability for mutation operator to decrease changes on the high-level nodes. Assuming P m is the mutation probability parameter, we set P m (i) = P m * (1 − e −i ) as the mutation probability for nodes at level i.
Case Study
Submarine Warfare Scenario
A littoral area submarine warfare scenario was built to validate our proposed method. In the scenario, a patrolling submarine dived underwater to ambush a warship. As an opponent, the warship cruised with active sonar working and attacked any submarines within its torpedo range. To model the uncertainties in warfare, the position, speed, and heading of an adversary warship were initialized randomly in scenarios. As shown in Fig. 6 , the initial position was randomly distributed in a circle with a radius of 10 nautical miles (nm). The speed was sampled from a uniform distribution on [10, 30] knots, and the heading of the warship was sampled from a uniform distribution from 330 to 30.
Experimental Setup
Comparison experiments
Both a submarine on active service (Sub Active ) and a new submarine (Sub New ) in design phase were tested in scenarios as comparison experiments. The baseline of the experiments was 20 expert submarine tactics based on doctrine for Sub Active . The performance of grammarbased GP in tactics exploration was evaluated with a comparison to the baseline. The experiment for Sub New further studied the capability of grammar-based GP to exploit the advantages of new technologies.
Algorithm parameters
The parameters for GP are given in Table 1 . Each tactic ran 10 times in the simulation to get an average fitness value for its performance. The exploration process iterated a total of 100 generations. Elite size specifies the number of individuals who received high fitness value that are guaranteed to survive to the next generation. Tournament selection chooses each parent by choosing Tournament size players at random and then choosing the best individual out of that set to be a parent. Maximum tree height limits the height of derivation trees in the GP evolution. Maximum tree height 15
Fitness function
The fitness function to evaluate tactics was defined with the final result of engagement. A tactic got 1 point for 1 : 0 when the submarine eliminated the enemy without loss and 0 for a loss without eliminating the enemy. As for a draw, we set 1/3 for 0 : 0 that both sides survived, and a higher 2/3 for 1 : 1 to explore aggressive tactics and avoid evolution in negative escape tactics.
Initialization
It was labor intensive for SMEs to initialize 100 tactics.
To fully use the domain expertise and reduce the computation, the 20 expert tactics were used as seeds to generate another 80 tactics with crossover and mutation using the same parameters in Table 1 . Therefore we received a total population of 100 tactics to start the evolution.
Results
Because of the sensitive nature of the simulations, the results analysis focused on the efficiency of tactics in the exploration process rather than the specific tactics. Fig. 7 . visualizes the experimental results with the average fitness of the tactics in the exploration.
Baseline
The 20 expert tactics were tested in simulation to get the baseline, with 0.513 for Sub Active and 0.636 for Sub New . It means that new technologies in Sub New brought about 23.9% increment in capability even run with expert tactics for Sub Active .
Exploration results
In Fig. 7 , it was obvious that the exploration began with a low average fitness value, the reason was that 80% of initial tactics were generated randomly. However, the average fitness value shows an uptrend in the following generations. In the Sub Active experiment, the tactics started with 0.285 and rose to about 0.451 after 50 generations and then stagnated across the subsequent 50 generations. It was almost the same in the Sub New experiment, with tactics raised from 0.245 to 0.55 before 70 generations. The evolution processes for both Sub Active and Sub New show an obvious uptrend on average fitness with decreasing standard deviation. It demonstrates the capability of grammar-based GP to explore tactics with a stable process.
In our experiments, the average fitness of both Sub Active and Sub New did not make evident breakthroughs over the baseline. However, the top 15% tactics show some differences. The top 15% tactics performance and expert tactics in the Sub Active experiment mean that the expert tactics gave full play to Sub Active , and GP did not make any breakthrough. In contrast, the top 15% tactics for Sub New show slightly higher efficiency than expert ones in the last 30 generations. A one-sided t-test rejected the null hypothesis that the top 15% with average fitness equaled baseline (0.636) at the 5% significance level and accepted the alternative hypothesis of the top 15% with an average fitness greater than the baseline. From this observation, it can be concluded that expert tactics worked well but did not make full use of Sub new ; however, GP found new tactics to exploit the capability of Sub New further. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a framework of grammar-based GP to explore tactics in the engagementlevel simulation. BT formalism for tactics representation are compatible with GP manipulation in exploration, and also provide high-level diagrammatic goal hierarchies and action sequences. Extensions on genetic operators were proposed to stabilize the evolution process. Experiments in submarine warfare demonstrated the capability of TEF to explore tactics with incremental improvement on engagement results.
The directions for future work will focus on the efficiency of grammar-based GP, the validation of generated tactics, and the adaptiveness of tactics in uncertain combat. First, various enhancement techniques on grammarbased GP, such as extended genetic operators and grammar design, will be tested and compared in this project. The effect of GP parameters will also be analyzed with more experiments. Then, SMEs will qualitatively evaluate the feasibility of the generated tactics in real combat. Mining new tactic modules from the generated tactic trees will also be an interesting work. Last, RL techniques will also be introduced to improve the adaptivity and flexibility of tactics to make actions in uncertain combat.
